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tion of those who glorify the practice of theology by claiming that it is the
principle and jurisprudence is a branch of it. It is a true statement but it is

useless in this context. The principle is right beliet and resolute conviction,

and these are attainable through conformity. The need for demonstration
and tor the subtleties of argumentation is rare. The physician, too, may
equivocate by saving. "Your existence is first, then your beneficence," and

the existence of your body is conditional on my art and your life is depen

dent on me; hence life and health are first, then comes occupation with
religion The distortion behind thesestatements is apparent, and we have
cautioned against it.

Fourth Introduction
On explaining the methods of proof that we employ in this book

Know that the methods of proof ramify. We mentioned some of them in the
book The

Touchstone of 1heorization" and discussed them with elaboration
Standard for Knowledge 3 In this book, however, we stay

in the book The
28.
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away from dead-end paths and obscure trails, aiming at clarity, inclining

towards brevity, and avoiding long-windedness. We confine ourselves to
three methods.

Thefirst method: al-sabr wa-l-taqsim.32 This one is restricting the matter
to two cases; we then refute one of them; from this the affirmation of the
second necessarily follows." For example, we may say, "The world is ei-

ther occurrent or anteriorly eternal, and it is impossible that it is anteriorly
eternal; thus it necessarily tollows firom these that it must be occurrent."

This necessary consequence is what we seek. It is an intended cognition,
which we gain from two other cognitions. One of them is our statement

that the world is either anteriorly eternal or occurrent. To affirm this disjunction is a cognition. The second is our statement that it is impossible

for it to be anteriorly eternal. This is another cognition. The third is what
necessarily follows from them; it is what is sought-namely, that the world
is occurrent. Every cognition that is sought can only be gained from two

cognitions, which are principles-not any two principles; rather, a relation
should obtain between them according to a specific manner and a specific

condition. If this relation obtains according to its condition, a third cognition is gained, which is what is sought. We may call this third cognition 'a
claim" if we have an opponent; we may call it "what is sought" if we do not
have an opponent, because it is what the theorist seeks; and we may call it
a yield"34 or "a branch" in relation to the two principles, because it is what
is gained from them. So long as our opponent grants the two principles, it
is inevitable that he necessarily grant the branch that is gained from them,
and thus the truth of the claim.35
32. The literal translation of al-sabr wa--taqsim is 'principle and division'. This is a technical term used by jurists and theologians to refer to a type of syllogism that logicians and

philosophers call al-qiys
The example al-Ghaz li

al-shari

al-murnfasil (literally, disjunctive conditional syllogism).

gives in what follows is a standard disjunctive syllogism: (i) P or

Q i ) not-P, (ii) therefore Q. But in the books of Islamic logic, such as al-Ghazl+'s

Mi'yär

al-Tlm (pp. 130-131), this syllogism is in fact better described as an exchusive disjunctive syllogism, whose disjunctive premise, 'Either P or Q, is true if and only if either P or Qis true,

but not both. (Inchusive truth conditions allow for both P and Q to be true). If we read the

disjunctive premise exclusively, four inferences are licensed by this syllogism.
Either P or Q
Either P or Q
Either P or Q
Either P or Q

Therefore,P
Yalzam (it necessarily follows)

Therefore, not-Q

Therefore, Q
33.

Q

P

not-Q

not- P

is the

reading

Therefore, not-P
reading in the

in the Cairo edition. The

Jeddah and Ankara editions is na'lam (we know).

34. Literaly, benefit or gain (istifäda).
iln, which in this context means roughly an item or
a piece of knowledge. It is worth noting that al-Ghazli eschews the use of standard logical
35.

'Cognition'

is my translation of
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iples

The second method. This one is arranging two principles in a ce

in

a

different

manner, such as our statements: "Whatever is not devoid of occu.

and "The world is
is not
not dout
itselfan occurrent" (this is a principle);
devoid of oc-

currents" (this is another principle). The truth of our claim that
that ththe

world

is an occurrent necessarily follows from them, and this is what is sought c.

consider: is it imaginable that our opponent would grant the two princinilo
the truth of the claim? You know
and then

conclusively that thieis

deny

impossible.

The third method. This one is that we do not directly establish our elai

claim,

but we claim that our opponent's position 1s impossible by showing that

since it leads to an absurdity, it is inevitably absurd." An example of thic

"If opponent's claim thatthe revolutions of the celestial
sphere are infinite is true, then the truth of the statement that the infinite
is our saying:

our

has been concluded and completed necessarily follows; it is known that
this
necessary consequence is absurd; hence it necessarily follows" that what
leads to it, namely the doctrine of our opponent, is surely absurd"*
So
here are two principles. One of them is our statement that if the
revolutions
terminology in this introduction. For example, he does not use the familiar terms muqaddima (premise) and natija (conclusion). We encounter, instead,

a_l (principle), istifäda
(benefit or gain), ilm (cognition), da'wà (claim), and other nonstandard
terminology. It
seems, therefore, that al-Ghazli in this work is
addressing himself to readers who lack

prior
knowledge of logic or philosophy.
36. The third method is the first part of the inference rule reductio ad
absurdum. The first
part asserts that if P leads to absurdity, then conclude not-P. The second
part asserts that if
not-P leads to absurdity, then conclude P. It is well known that
both parts must be included
and supplemented with other standard rules to account for
classical logic. Intuitionistic
logic accepts the first part but rejects the second. There are strong reasons to believe that
al-Ghazali also accepts the law of excluded middle, which asserts that 'P or
not-P' is always
true. We know from the first
method that al-Ghazlí accepts the inference rule

disjunctive
syllogism. The first part of reductio ad absurdum, together with the law of excluded
middle
and

disjunctive syllogism, entails the second part of reductio ad absurdum.

demonstration.

Suppose that not-P leads to absurdity.
By the first part of reductio ad absurdum: not-not-P.
3. By the law of excluded middle: P or
not-P.
4. From 2 and 3, and
by disjunctive syllogism: P.

Here is

a

short

1.

2.

37. Yalzam (it
necessarily follows) is the reading in the Jeddah edition; in the Ankara
edition it is yu'lam (it is known).
38. Al-Ghazli will invoke the same
line of argumentation later in the book. It is clear
that al-Ghazli believes that the
concept of actual infinity is incoherent. He argues for this
conclusion in many places, most
notably in this book and in Tahafut al-Falsifa. The prob
lem he sees here that is
implied by the concept of actual infinity is the
completion of actuauy
infinitely many terms. His point is that the
of the actual infinite
concept
it has no end and (2) that an
implies both (1) that
has been completed. He sees these
infinity
of
terms
as inconsistent with
propositions
each other, because he takes
(1) to imply that no infinite sequence
been completed.
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of the celestial sphere are infinite, then the infinite
has been concluded. The
judgment that the concluding of the infinite is a necessary
consequence of
denying the finitude of the revolutions of the

celestial sphere is knowledge
have and that we assert.
It is imaginable, however, that
our opponent would aftirm his claim and
deny our statement by saying: "T
do not concede that this is a
necessary
The second is our
statement that this necessary consequence is absurd.
This, too, is a principle for which it is imaginable that there would be a
denial, as he might
say: "I concede the first
but I
that

we

claim

to

consequence."9

principle

do

not

concede the second

which asserts the impossibility of
concluding the infinite."
to affirm the two
it
principles, would be a

But if he

one,

were

necessary requirement to affirm
the third cognition, which
necessarily follows from them; this would be
the acknowledgment of the
impossibility of his doctrine insofar as it leads
to

this

absurdity.

These

are

40

three clear methods of

proof;

deny that through them
unimaginable. The knowledge that is obtained
and sought is what is proved, and the
conjoining of the two
that
necessarily imply this knowledge is the evidence. To know principles
the manner in
which what is sought necessarily follows from the
conjoining of the two
principles is to know the manner in which the evidence provides proof.
Theoretical reflection is the

knowledge

is

obtained

is

to

reflection that consists in your
bringing the two

39. What the

opponent is made to say, however, does not express the
The
missing portion is implicit. The first principle is that the completion of thethought
infinitefully.
is a consequence of the claim that the number of the revolutions of the celestial sphere is infinite.
This is the opponent's claim and the part he would affirm. He
would deny the second partnamely, that his claim leads to the "absurd" consequence that the infinite is
completed.

40. Al-Ghazli sets up the reductio ad absurdum argument against the opponent as a
standard modus tollens argunment. As is well known,
every reductio ad absurdum argument
can be transformed into a modus tollens
A
argument. reductio ad absurdum argument has
the following general form.
Suppose P and infer Qfrom P.
Qis absurd.

Therefore, not-P
The argument can be given a modus tollens form.

IfP, then Q (first principle)

not-Q (second principle)
Therefore, not-P
The modus tollens form of the actual argument that al-Ghazäli considers is this.
First principle: If the revolutions of the celestial sphere are infinite, then the infinite has

been concluded.
Second principle: The concluding of the infinite is impossible (or absurd).
Conclusion: The claim that the revolutions of the celestial sphere are infinite is impossible

(or absurd).
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reflects seeks knowledge
understand
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to
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theoretical retlection. Set aside the elahn
nature
the
of
ner of proof, and
tions and the reiterating of statements, with which many sheets of paper

both

matters

are inked, and which do not satisty the fervor of a seeker and do not quench
the desire of a thirsty one. No one appreciates the value of these briefstate
ments but he who has abandoned his quest in disappointment after having
read many treatises. That you now, in searching for the correct definition,
consult what has been said about the definition of theoretical reflection
shows that you did not gain any benefit from this discussion and did not

return from it with any result. Thus if you learn that there are only three
cognitions-two cognitions that are two principles arranged in a specific
manner

and

a

third

cognition that necessarily follows from them-and

that

the first two

required of you is only two tasks, one of them, to bring
which the
cognitions to mind, and the second, to be aware ofthe manner in
after
third cognition necessarily follows from them, then you have a choice
what is

that of using the term 'theoretical reflection' to denote either the reflection

through which you bring the

two

cognitions

to

mind,

or

the anticipation

that is the seeking of an awareness of the manner in which the third cogn"

tion necessarily follows, or the two matters jointly. For the expressiolS a
open to all and there should be no quarrel over terminology.
heolo-

TOU might say: "My purpose is to learn the terminology of the tne

that

gians; what do they denote by 'theoretical reflection'?" Then k n n
reflection,

if you were

to

hear

one

person define theoretical reflectior

as
one

another as

seeks

seeking, and another as the reflection through which
waVS
you would not doubt that their terminology is used in three different
e s that
ways.
th
What is
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of this. He suppose
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evidence tor the correctness of one of the definitions;
matter; he presents
understood from these definitions
and he does not know that the meaning
and that it is senseless to have disagrecment over terminol
is not disputed
look closely and are guided to the right path, you will surely
ogy. If you
the c r r o r of sccking meanings from
know that most mistakes arise from

terms, when it is incumbent upon one, first, to ddetermine the meanings
second, to look into the terms, and to know that they are terms that do

and,
not

change the intelligibles.

But he who

is denied

success

travels backward

and abandons veritication.

You might say: "I do not doubt that the truth of theclaim necessarily folthis way; but
lows fronm the two principles, if my opponent attirms them in
what makes it incumbent upon the opponent to aftirm them? And where
Then know that
do the principles that must be conceded come from?"4
restrict
these have many ways of being apprehended, but we will labor to
what we use in this book to no more than six apprehensions.

Zhefirst: the sensibles. I mean that which can be apprehended by exter
nal or internal perception." An example of this is our statements: "Every
occurrent has a cause; there are occurrents in the world; hence they must
have a cause." Thus our statement that there are occurrents in the world
is a principle that our opponent must affirm, since he apprehends by ex-

ternal perception the occurrence of individual animals, plants, clouds, and

rain, and, among the modes, sounds and colors. If he imagines that they
are transferable, then the transfer is an occurrent.43 We claim that there is

an occurrent, and we do not specify whether that occurrent is a substance,
mode, transfer, or something else. Similarly, he knows by internal perception the occurrence of pains, joys, and sorrows in his heart and body.
Hence, he cannot deny it."4
The second: the pure intelligibles. If we say that the world is either occurrent or anteriorly eternal, and there is no option beyond these two options,

admit.

something that it is incumbent upon every rational person
an occurrent
An example of this is that we say: "Whatever does not precede
it
is an occurrent; the world does not precede the occurrents;45 therefore,
to

this is

is

an

occurrent." One of the two

principles

is

our statement

that whatever

which literally means "the
al-usül al-musallama al-wjibat al-taslim,
accepted principles whose acceptance is necessary."
41. The Arabic reads

42. Literally, seeing (mush hada).
43. Al-Ghaz li
nated but

are

is addressing here the possible objection that these modes are never origi-

rather transferred from

one

substance

to

another.

deny the principle that there are occurrents in the
the reading in the Cairo edition. The reading in
45. Hawadith (occurrents) is

44. The opponent

cannot

and Ankara editions is hadith (occurrent).

world.

the Jeddah
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it, because that which does not precede an occurrent.eithe
with it
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exists after it, and

no

third

option is

possible

must affirm

1e1s COn
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is a third option, he would be denying what is self. r e to ch
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with an occurrent

intellect. And if he were to deny that what is concurrent uI<dent .
or

exists after it is

an

occurrent,"" he

would also be

do

nat is self.

evident.

Zhe third: widely transmitted reports," An example is that s

that
hammad (may God bless him and grant him peace) is
is te

we say:" "Mu
eace) truthful,
whoever performs a miracle is truthful, and he performed a min because

fore he is truthful." If it is said, "I do not concede that he perfor
acle"; then we say, "He brought forth the Qur'n, and the Qur'än i d a mir
cle, hence he brought forth a miracle." If our opponent
ent" accepts,o

accepts,

his own or because of a proot, one of the two principles, namely either
s . on

that th

second principle,

is a miracle, and wants to deny the
which is
Muhammad brought forth the Qur' n, and says "I do not concedetha

Qur'än

Qurän is brought forth by Muhammad,

sible for him.4° For
for us,

as

widely

they produced

then this is

transmitted reports

our

knowledge

of

that
t the

a

denial that is not n

pos-

produced this knowlei.
ge
Muhammad's existence, of his

46. Following the Jeddah edition, I read fahù hdith (it is an occurrent) instead of fahi
ghayr hãdith (it is not an occurrent), which is the reading in the Ankara edition. It is clear that
the negation in the Ankara edition conflicts with the verb ankar (deny).

47. The Arabic word is mutawtir.

I discussed my translation of mutawätira, which is

the feminine form of mutawtir, in the First Introduction, note 12. Here is some further
elaboration. The word mutawtir implies the existence of multiple sources and unbroken
testimonial chains. In the science of Hadith, which is the discipline that studies the sayings

and the practices of the Prophet Muhammad, mutauwätir describes a statement or adescrip
tion of a practice that is attributed to the Prophet by several sources and that has reached
us via unbroken testimonial chains. It is assumed to be virtually impossible that all those
witnesses propagated a lie. In Islamic law, the evidentiary status of the mutawätir Hadith is

similar to that of the Qur n.

Al-Ghaz li

does not use mutawätir here in this stricttechni

Cal sense. Instead he is referring to reports, commonly communicated in the commun
that have

been transmitted via
many testimonial chains that go back to the

original evens

or sources. For example, you know that Mecca exists. But how do you know that it o

wIthour your having been there? Perhaps you heard ofits existence from many peopte

who

ample

neardittrom others who heard the same from others who visited Mecca. This is an erau
covers
that al-Ghazli here calls ntaw tir. Of course, his usages
Otmutawätir
thekindHadith
of information
as well.
48.

Opponent (al-kha_m) is in the Cairo edition. It is left out in the jeuuas

Ankara

editions.

49. The notion of

possibility at work here is epistemic.

logical, metaphysi-

It cannot be

lopleases.Froman
ca, or
physical, since in these senses the opponent can deny whatevet
epistemic point of view, however, given what he.knows, he cannot deny that
memberofthe
brought forth the Qurän. Al-Ghazli
that since the
ammad

argues

oppowuey
Community, part of his knowledge is the acquaintance with such

fransmitted reports
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claim to prophethood, of the existence of Meca, and of the existence of

Jesus, Moses, and the rest of the prophets (nmay God bless them all)
Thefourth: this is for a principle to be established by another inferences"
that is founded-on one or many levels-on eithersensibles, intelligibles,
or widely transmitted reports; for something that is a branch oftwo principles can be made a principle in another inference

An example is that

after we conclude our proof for the occurrence of the world, we may make
the occurrence oftheworlda principle in a syllogism. For instance, we may

say: "Every occurrent has a cause; the world is an occurrent; therefore it
has a cause." They cannot deny that the world is an occurrent after we have
established it by a proof.

Thefifth: revealed truths.52 An example is that we claim that sins are in
accordance with God's will, and we say: "Everything that exists is in ac-

cordance with God's will; sins exist; therefore they are in accordance with

God's wil1." As for our statement that they exist: their existence is known
through the senses; and that they are sins is known on the basis of the revelation. As for our statement that everything that exists is in accordance
with God's will: if our opponent would deny this, he would be prevented

by the revelation, so long as he aftirms the revelation or it was established
for him by a proof. For we establish this principle by the consensus of the
community regarding the truthfulness of the one who says: "Whatever
God willed was and whatever He did not was not." Thus the revealed truth

prevents the denial
The sixth: this is for the principle to be taken from the opponent's beliefs
as that Muhammad brought forth the Qur'n. Since such reports are a source of knowledge,
the opponent must know that Muhammad brought forth the Qur'än.
50. The Arabic term qiys can mean syllogism, inference, or analogy. Translators of Arabic medieval texts usually use 'syllogism'. Contemporary Arabic logic texts, however, use
is usually translated as
qiys to mean inference. (In books of Islamic jurisprudence qiys

on
context. Since the
legal analogy'.) I use either 'syllogism' or 'inference', depending the
current context speaks of multiple levels on which a proposition may be proved, qiys is best

understood here as inference.
51. A branch of two principles is one of their consequences. In logical terms, the sentence says that a conclusion inferred from two premises may be used as a premise in another
inference.
in the study of Islamic beliefs
The Arabic term is sam'iyyat. It is a technical term used
never appears in any other context.
almost
noun
sam'iyyt
(al-"agäid). The feminine plural
refers to the science of acoustics or the
(A contemporary phrase is ilm al-sam'iyyät, which
science of phonics.) It is safe to assume that al-Ghaz li intends to use the term in its technical
sense to denote the information that is based solely on revelation, such as descriptions of
52.

this technical

The

paradise and hell. The translation 'revealed truths' captures
ple al-Ghazli discusses in the passage supports this understanding of sam'iyyt. (See al-Jurr,
Läris: al-Mu'jam al-Arabi al-Hadith, p. 676, s.v. sam'iyy t;

al-Wasit, p. 450, S.V. sanmiyyt.)

and Mu_taf

sense.

exam-

et al., al-Mu'jam
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concessions. Even though

we

may have

intelligible, we
Our opponent
ciple in our syllogism.
sensible

or an
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forit,
benefit from invokir
and it is not
is prevented fro
it as a
om

could still1 benefit

it, bn
The denyinggit,
her prin
cify any one of them
examnples of t

a

be destructive to his position.53

a denial would
numerous, so there is no need to

You mightsay: "Is there a difference anong thes

apprehe

usefulness for theoretical interences?Then know
now that .

hensions

they ffer inin their
al appreheherw
sions are common to all mankind except those who havo.
that

widespread their usefulness is. "The intellectual and Dere

have no intellecteehen

sense. The principle that is known through a sense that on

e

value for him, such as a principle that is known
when it is presented to a congenitally blind person; ifthe conus
then he could
person is the theorist,

not

voke

it

acks has n

enitally blind

as a

principle. sar
applies to what is based on hearing as pertains to a deaf person The Same
As for the widely transmitted reports, they are useful but onlv to.

Some-

one to whom they were transmitted. If someone were to arrive t

from a faraway place, having never heard the call to Islam, and we w now

nted
show him, based on widely transmitted reports, that
(may
God bless him and grant him peace) challenged people with the
then he would not be able to see it unless we allowed him time, so that the

Muhammad

to

Qurin

reports could be transmitted to him. Something might be widely reported

within one group of people but not within another. The position of Abi
Hanifa (may God be pleased with him) regarding killing a Muslim [who
murders] a non-Muslim residing in a Muslim countrys is widely reported
among his peers of jurists but not among the common people who are con-

formists56 Many schools of Islamic law have positions on isolated issues
that are not widely reported among most jurists.
s3. Because the denial is destructive to his position' (li'ann al-inkär hdim li-madhhabih)
is the reading in the Jeddah edition. The reading in the Ankara edition is 'which isdestruc
tive to his position (al-hadim li-madhhabih).
54. According to Islamic tradition, the Prophet Muhammad challenged people to pro

duce a chapter (sära) that is similar to the chapters ofthe Qur'än in fornm and content
challenge is reported in several Quränic verses, such as the following: And ifyou are n a
as

to

what we have revealed to Our servant, then
produce a süra like it, and call youwr

apartfrom God, ifyou are truthful (2:23).

1ep

55. Anon-Muslim who resides in an Islamic land is denoted in Arabic by a singew

namely, dhimmi.

orting

56. The Jeddah edition follows a correction made in one ofthe manuscripts

allthe

Abu Hanifa as the holder of this position instead of al-Shäfi+, who is mentione the
other
and manuscripts. The Jeddah edition is correct. Al-Shäfii
opposite position. Abk Hanifa's position
is that if a Muslim murders a dhinmi (i.

holdsp

editions

rights as Mus

Muslim who lives in

a

Muslim country), the family of the victim has

the s

hms: they can choose to pardon the killer and be paid "blood money,

can choose
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As for a principle that is obtained from another inference, it only benefits the one who accepts that inference. As for the presuppositions of a
doctrine, they do not benefit the theorist, but they benefit the one who is

challenging" the one who believes that doctrine. As for the revealed truths,
they benefit only the one who affirms the revelation.58
These are, then, the apprehensions for having knowledge of the prin-

ciples-apprehensions, which, through their arrangement and structure,
yield knowledge of unknown matters that are sought.
Now that we have concluded the introductions, we will be occupied

with the treatises, which are the aims of this book.

to have him killed. AlShàtiis position is that a Muslim should not be killed as a retribution

for mundering a dhimmi. It is not clear what the source ofthe confusion is. AL-Ghazäli wasa
celebrated protessor of Islamic jurisprudence and a prominent Shäfi'ite jurist. It is
unthink
able that he was unacquainted with al-Shàñï's position.
s7.I followed the Cairo edition in reading munäzir (debater or disputant) instead of

nàzar (theorist), which is the reading intheJeddah and Ankara editions.
s8. Alternatively. the one tor whom the reveation has been established (man thabat
alsam indah).

